
 

 

verb noun adjective adverb job  opposite 

 absoluteness absolute absolutely   
to be able 
to enable 

ability unable   incompetent 

 accident accidental accidentally  planned 

to achieve achievement achievable  achiever to fail 

to address address addressed  addressee  

to agree agreement agreed 
agreeable 

  disagreeable 

to approve approval approving 
approvable 

approvingly   

 art 
artistry 

artistic artistically artist  

 astronomy astronomical astronomically astronomer  

to attract attraction attractive 
unattractive 

attractively 
unattractively 

 repulsive 

to bake bakery baked  baker  

 bank   banker  

beautify beauty unbeautiful 
beautiful 

unbeautifully 
beautifully 

  

 biology biological  biologist  
to bore boredom boring 

bored 
boringly  interesting 

to build building building 
built 

 builder to break 

to enlarge  large largely  small 
  



 

 

to certify certainty certain 
uncertain 

certainly   

 charm 
charms 

charming 
charmed 
charmless 

   

to civilize civilization civil civilly  uncivil 

colour colour colourful 
colourless 

   

to comfort comfort comfortable 
uncomfortable 

comfortably   

to compete competition competitive competitively competitor  

to construct construction 
constructor 

constructive 
unconstructive 
constructional 

constructively constructionist desstructive 

to consume consumption consumptive  consumer save 

to contribute contribution   contributor  

to cool  cool coolly cooler warm 

to count count countable 
uncountable 
countless  

 counter 
accountant  

 

to create creation 
creature 

creative creatively   

to endanger danger dangerous dangerously  safe 

to decide decision decisive 
indecisive 
decided 

decisively 
indecisively 
 

  

  



 

 

to develop development developing 
developed 

 developer destroy 
regress 

to differ difference different differently  conform 

 difficulty difficult   easy 

to direct directness direct 
indirect 

directly director employee 

to disappoint disappointment disappointing 
disappointed 

   

to discover discovery discovered 
undiscovered 

 pioneer hide 

to drive drive driving  driver  

to ease ease easy easily   

to educate education educated 
educational 

 educator  

 electron 
electronics 

electronic    

to employ employment employable 
employed 

 employer 
employee 

 

to end ending 
end 

endless 
unending 

endlessly  start 
finite 

to equip equipment unequipped 
equipped 

   

 expense expensive 
inexpensive 

inexpensively 
expensively 

 cheap 

 extreme 
extremity 

extreme extremely extremist average 

  



 

 

 fairness 
fair 

fairy fairily   

 fame famous 
infamous 

famously 
infamously 

  

to fantasize  fantasy fantastic fantastically  reality 

to fight fighting     

to forge forgery forged  forger  

 fortune unfortunate 
fortunate 

unfortunately 
fortunately 

  

to forget forgetfulness forgetful 
unforgettable 

   

 future future 
futureless 

   

to befriend 
 

friend 
friendship 

unfriendly 
friendly 

   

to globalize globe 
globalization 

global globally  local 

 greatness great greatly  minor 

to inhabit inhabitation 
habitation 

habitable 
inhabitable 

 inhabitant  

to harm harm harmful 
harmless 
harmed 
unharmed 

harmfully 
harmlessly 

  

to heal 
 

health unhealthy 
healthy 

unhealthily 
healthily 

  

to help help helpful 
helpless 

helpfully 
helplessly 

  



 

 

 unimportance 
importance 

unimportant 
important 

unimportantly 
importantly 

  

to imagine imagination imaginary 
unimaginative 
imaginative 

unimaginatively 
imaginatively 

  

 immediateness 
immediacy 

immediate immediately   

to impress impression impressive 
unimpressive 

impressively 
unimpressively 

  

to individualize individual individual individually individual conform 
to industrialize industry industrious industriously  destroy 

to inform information uninformative 
informative 
informed 

informatively   

interest interest interesting 
interested 

interestingly  boring 

to invent invention inventive  inventor  

 juice juicy    

to like 
to dislike 

likeness 
liking 
likelihood 

likeable 
unlikeable 
likely 
unlikely 

   

 luck unlucky 
lucky 

unluckily 
luckily 

  

to mean meaning meaningful 
meaningless 

meaningfully 
meaninglessly 

  

 music musical musically musician  
  



 

 

to nationalize nation 
nationality 
nationhood 

national 
 

nationally  international 

 nature natural  naturally  unnatural 

 nerve nervous nervously  calm 

 noise noisy noisily   

 optimist optimistic optimistically   

to originate origin original 
unoriginal 

originally originator banal 

to own ownership own 
ownerless 

 owner  

 pain 
painfulness 

painful 
painless 

   

      

 perfection 
perfectionism 

perfect perfectly perfectionist  

 period periodic periodically   

to photograph photography 
photograph 

photographic  photographer  

to play  playing playable    

to pollute pollution 
pollutant 

polluted 
pollutive 

  purity 

to popularize popularity popular 
unpopular 

popularly populist  

 possibility possible 
impossible 

possibly   

to empower power powerful 
powerless 

powerfully 
powerlessly 

 weak 



 

 

to present presentation 
presence 

presentable 
present 

 presenter hide 

 profession unprofessional 
professional 

unprofessionally 
professionally 

  

to quicken quickness quick quickly   

to rain rain rainy 
rainless 

rainy   

to read reading   reader  

 reality 
unreality 

real 
unreal 

really realist fantastic 
idealist 

to reason reason 
reasoning 

unreasonable 
reasonable 

unreasonably 
reasonably 

  

to refrigerate refrigeration refrigerated  refrigerator heated 

to regulate regulation regulated 
unregulated 
regulative 

 regular   

to remark remark remarkable 
unremarkable 

remarkably   

to research research researched  researcher  

to respond response responsive 
unresponsive 

responsively responder  

 responsibility  responsible  responsibly   apathetic 

 Russia 
Russian 

Russian   Russian  

 science scientific 
unscientific 

scientifically scientist  

  



 

 

 seriousness serious seriously  silly 
frivilous 

 significance significant 
insignificant 

significantly   

 skill skilled 
unskilled 
skillful 

skillfully 
unskillfully 

  

to sleep sleep 
sleepness 

sleepy sleepily sleeper awake 

 stress stressful    
to succeed success unsuccessful 

successful 
unsuccessfully 
successfully 

  

to suit suit suitable 
unsuitable 

suitably 
unsuitably 

  

 sun sunny    

to taste taste 
 

tasteful 
tasteless 

tastefully 
tastelessly 

taster  

to teach teaching teachable  teacher  

to think thought 
thoughtfulness 

thoughtful 
thinking  

thoughtfully thinker unthinking 

 tradition traditional 
nontraditional 

traditionally   

to value value 
valuation 

invaluable 
valuable 

invaluablely 
valuablely 

  

to vary variation 
variety 

various 
variable 
unvarying 

variously  unvarying 

  



 

 

to visit visit visiting  visitor  avoid 
to weaken weakness weak weakly  strong 

to wear wear worn    

to widen width wide widely  narrow 

to wonder wonder wonderful wonderfully   

 wood wooden woodenly woodman  

to write writing written 
unwritten 

 writer  

 


